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Fig. S1. Cladogram of genome sequences in this study.
A phylogeny of 20 genome sequences based on 38,408 SNPs pruned for linkage disequilibrium shows the relationships among wolf populations and sister taxa. Where multiple individuals were available from a single population, one individual was chosen at random for inclusion in the tree (Minnesota: RKW119, Isle Royale: CL141, Yellowstone: 569F). Percentage of support from 1,000 bootstrap replicates is indicated at each node. Table 1 of main text). The number of affected individuals carrying mutations is indicated in parentheses next to the gene name. HPO terms are nested, as shown.
Abnormality of the vertebral column (HP:0000925)
Abnormality of skeletal morphology (HP:0011842)
APOB (1) COL17A1 (1) IL12RB1 (1) LAMB3 (1) ENSCAFG00000010586 (3) Abnormality of the skeletal system (HP:0000924)
GHRHR (2) PCDH15 (1) Abnormal axial skeleton morphology (HP:0009121) (2) KDSR (2) RTTN ( Table S2 . Notes and information from the literature about the demographic history of populations included in this study. Table S3 . Parameters of linear regression models for two-dimensional allele frequency spectra. Spectra are shown in main text (Fig. 4 D-G 
